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1. Introduction 
Consider the set of all nonnegative solutions to the system of simultaneous homogeneous 
equations Ax -- 0, i.e., the cone C = { x >/01Ax = 0}. As the intersection of the nuUspace of A 
with the nonnegative orthant, C is a convex set, which appears above in external representation 
[5]. Although this representation gives direct information about the relative location of given 
points, it does not lend itself to expressing such points in terms of the parameters of C. For this 
purpose one has to convert o the internal representation f C, which gives C as the convex hull 
of its extreme rays; the collection of these rays we shall call the f rame of C. If the cone C is 
normalized by Zxi = ex = 1, one obtains the 'solution' polytope P = {x lAx  = O, ex = 1, x >i 0}, 
whose vertex set is the frame of C constrained to the unit simplex. 
There are several ways to find the frame of cones like C: One route would be to apply one of 
the general methods to find the vertices of externally given polytopes, as proposed by Balinski, 
Chernikova, Mattheiss, and others; see [4]. The problem with these algorithms is that their 
generality makes them complicated and barely programmable from their published escriptions, 
and codes can rarely be procured. In some areas of science, however, notably theoretical 
chemistry, there exists a considerable and largely unrequitted demand for utility programs which 
perform conversions between representations (more about this in Section 5). Brute-force methods 
are then resorted to, which for the frame problem means evaluating a rather formidable number 
of determinants while generating all possible solutions, of which only a fraction will be useful. 
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We split this dilemma here with a pair of specialized algorithms that find the frame of 
homogeneous equation systems; an early version of one of the methods has been discussed by 
Yon Hohenbalken [8], and it found widespread practical use (see, e.g. [2]). The ideas behind these 
methods are geometrically transparent and their codes are brief: the older 'corral method' 
proceeds combinatorially but screens efficiently; it roots all sets of affinely independent columns 
whose convex hulls contain the origin. The new 'edge method' (which turns out to be related to 
the 'double description method') uses hyperplanes defined by the rows of A to cut the edges of a 
sequence of polytopes, the last of which yields the frame of C. The two algorithms have some 
characteristics of a dual pair. 
Section 2 states ome notation and a least distance subroutine. Sections 3 and 4 introduce and 
prove the two algorithms and a variant. Section 5 discusses applications in chemistry and uses 
the special version of the corral method that applies to reaction matrices. Section 6 contains the 
complete APL-codes of the three methods, on 2 pages, including all subroutines. 
2. Preliminaries 
A d-polytope P is a d-dimensional subset of R n, given either externally as the intersection of a 
finite number of halfspaces and/or  hyperplanes, or given internally as the convex hull of a finite 
point set. A simplex S is a polytope whose ver tex  set vert S is affinely independent, vert S is 
called a corral  for a point y if y lies in.the relat ive interior of S, i.e., if y ~ ri S. S itself is the 
convex  hul l  of vert S, i.e., S =conv  vert S. The weights expressing y ~ ri S in terms of the corral 
vert S are y's barycentr ic  oordinates,  and they are positive and unique relative to any corral of y 
(the term corral was coined by Wolfe [9]). Inner products are stated by mere juxtaposition of 
vectors; e is a summation vector. 
For our endeavor to find nonnegative extreme solutions of Ax = 0, we need a subroutine that 
can decide whether a given subset K of columns of A contains a corral of the origin, and that 
calculates the associated barycentric oordinates (these then make up the positive part of an 
extreme solution). Simplicial decomposition algorithms with the Euclidean metric as objective 
function, also called least d istance methods,  fill this bill perfectly (phase one of the simplex 
method is a slower alternative, see [8]). The papers by Von Hohenbalken [6] and Wolfe [9] 
contain rigorous expositions and computational trials of these methods, which have found 
considerable use in applications. We give here a brief heuristic survey. 
Let Nr 0 ~ conv K denote the point nearest to the origin in the convex hull of K. The 
(squared, least) distance between 0 and cony K is then II Nr 0 II 2 __ (Nr 0)(Nr 0) which is zero iff 
0 ~ conv K, i.e., iff 0 = Nr 0. The simplicial decomposition approach computes a sequence of 
points {x 1, x 2 . . . . .  x t . . . . .  Nr 0} which are increasin~y closer to 0 and are themselves nearest 
points on simplices of varying dimensions whose vertices belong to K. Starting at some point 
x~K,  {x ~} is the first such simplex (of dimension 0); in each iteration t+ 1 a new point 
x k ~ K is chosen as an additional vertex, which lies strictly in the direction of the gradient at x t, 
toward the origin; if no such x k exists, x' = Nr 0 and one stops. Also in each iteration (some of 
the) vertices of the current simplex that have nonpositive weights in the affine combination 
expressing x '÷1 are dropped and the currently nearest point x t+l is recomputed on the 
remaining lower-dimensional simplex (see [6]). This selecting and dropping procedure nsures 
that only corrals for each x t in the sequence are chosen; this means that i f  0 ~ conv K, a corral 
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for 0 and its barYcentric oordinates will have been found. Otherwise 0 ~ Nr 0, which indicates 
that the subset K cannot contribute a nonnegative extreme solution of Ax = O. 
3. The corral method 
This algorithm calculates the complete frame of C by assembling all possible corrals of 0 from 
the columns of A; in other words, the corral method calculates the barycentric oordinates of the 
origin w.r.t, affinely independent subsets of columns of A, whose convex hulls have the origin in 
their relative interiors. The following lemma relates corrals and their barycentric weights to the 
frame of C. 
Lemma 3.1. Let P = {x ~ RnlAx  = 0, ex = 1, x >/0} be thepolytope that results from normalizing 
the cone C = { x >1 01Ax = 0}. Let y ~ P be such that its positive components correspond to an 
affinely independent subset of the columns of A ( a corral of 0). Then y is a vertex of P (i.e., a frame 
member of C). 
Proof. Assume y ~ vert P; then y lies on an open segment in P, that contains z ~ y, yet with the 
same coordinates positive. But then the corresponding columns of A can't be a corral of 0, 
because barycentric oordinates of any point relative to an affinely independent set are unique 
- -  contradiction. [] 
The corral method requires that the matrix A be reduced to full row rank d (by removing 
redundant rows; the set of solutions is invariant under such reductions). It then uses the least 
distances procedure discussed in Section 2 to sequentially scrutinize all (d+ 1)-membered 
subsets of the n columns of A for corrals of the origin. A clever screening device (steps 2 and 3 
in the algorithm below) ensures that no corral is missed or duplicated. 
Theorem 3.2. In Ax = 0, let A be d × n, d < n, of full rank. Then the set of all extreme, normalized 
nonnegative solutions (i.e., the set vert P) can found by the following "corral method '.
Corra l  method 
Step O. Consider all (]+1) (s + 1)-membered combinations of columns of A, in some order. 
Step 1. Check whether the first combination contains a corral of 0. If yes, store the associated 
solution (the positive weights of the corral augmented by zeros to full size n) in an array, say E. 
Step 2. Discard this combination, no matter whether it yielded a corral or not, and without 
regard to possible further corrals that might be contained in this combination. 
Step 3. Discard also all other combinations that contain the corral just found. 
If no combinations remain, terminate with E being the frame of C; otherwise return to Step 1. 
Proof  of Theorem 3.2. First, it is clear that no solution can occur twice, because the algorithm 
discards all combinations which contain a once-found corral. 
Next, assume that the algorithm misses a solution, i.e., there is a corral of the orion, say K, for 
which all combinations that contain it were eliminated beforehand. By construction this is 
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possible only if all such combinations contain 'competing' corrals, whose selection prompted the 
disposal of these combinations in the first place. 
Because any corral is affinely independent, however, and because A has full rank d, one can 
always augment K with additional columns to obtain a set K+ with d + 1 members, that is itself 
affinely independent and that represents a particular (d + 1)-combination. It follows that conv 
K+ is a simplex, and cony K is a face of it whose relative interior owns 0; therefore this 
particular combination cannot contain a 'competing' corral--a contradiction. [] 
The screening procedure of the corral method becomes especially time-saving when many of the 
corrals have fewer than d+ 1 members, because such corrals also occur in other (d+ 1)- 
combinations all of which can be skipped. Theorem 3.2 further demonstrates that the above 
algorithm needs to consider only (d + 1)-combinations and to recover from each one at most one 
solution. Brute-force methods have to scour all subsets of size d + 1 and smaller, in order to find 
all solutions. 
Sometimes further shortcuts are possible: In theoretical chemistry it is of interest to find 
'current polytopes' P from given 'reaction matrices' A (see Section 5). Because chemical 
reactions move both ways, A has the form [B, -B ] ;  the corral method is easily adaptable to 
(d+ 1)/(d+ 1), when exploit this special structure, which reduces the computational task by a factor 2n n 
B is dxn .  
Corollary 3.3. l f  A=[B ,  -B ] ,  with B being d×n,  d<n and of full rank, then there is a 
specialized version of the corral method that finds the frame of [ B, -B ]x  = 0 by examining (~+ 1) 
combinations. 
Proof. The structure of A = [B, -B ]  implies that every matrix so composed will have n corrals 
of 0 which consist of one column of B and its negative. These corrals correspond to n solutions 
that will have weights 0.5 on coordinates j and n +j ,  j ~ {1 . . . . .  n }, and zeros elsewhere. These 
solutions don't need to be computed but are automatic members of the frame. 
From the above it follows that the only (d + 1)-combinations from { 1 . . . . .  2n } that need to be 
considered are those do not contain pairs of indices j and n +j .  Each such combination, 
however, is contained in a choice set that is twice the size but easier to get: It is composed of a 
(d+ 1)-combination of indices i ~ {1 .... , n} and their counterparts n + i ~ {n + 1 . . . . .  2n}. 
(Naturally, in selecting corrals, the avoidance rule of pairs j and n + j  must be obeyed.) The 
upshot of this insight is that only (7,+~) combinations need to be scrutinized. 
Lastly, it is also easily checked that if these larger choice sets contain a corral of 0, they also 
contain its negative. Of the two associated symmetric solutions only one is computed while its 
twin is derived by an n=rotation of the 2n coordinates. 
Now all contingencies are covered and, given the above provisos, the general compare-and-dis- 
card procedure can be applied to the 'doubled-up' choice sets. The proof of Theorem 3.2 applies 
then here, mutatis mutandis. [] 
APL-codes named CORRALFRAME and CURRENTS incorporate the above ideas; they 
employ three subroutines: BASIS, which eliminates redundant rows from A; COMB sequentially 
generates the (,~+~) combinations and CORRAL runs the least distance procedure. These five 
APL-codes together occupy just 40 lines. Some computational experience is exhibited in Section 
5. 
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4. The edge method 
The second algorithm to find the frame of C takes an approach that in some respects i  dual to 
the corral method: instead of operating in the d-dimensional column space of A, it intersects, in 
n-dimensional row space, the hyperplanes defined by the d rows of A with the resident unit 
simplex. It will be remembered that the external representation of the solution polytope P 
demands precisely the same thing, namely 
P={x~RnlAx=O,  ex=l ,  x>~0}. 
This can also be written as 
where 
and 
P=SNN,  
S = { x I ex = 1, x >t 0} is the simplex 
N = (x  lAx = 0} is the nullspace of A. 
Denoting the rows of A by r i, i = 1 . . . . .  d, the nullspace can also be expressed as 
d 
N--  n n, ,  where Him {xlr ix- -O} 
i=1 
are hyperplanes through the origin with gradients r~ (indices i will be omitted below for 
simplicity). To obtain the internal representation of P a way must be found to render the 
intersection S n N in terms of its extreme points. 
We developed the edge method independently and later on became aware of its affinity to the 
'double description method' of Motzldn et al. (1953). The edge method specialized to frames 
turns out to be a particularly happy variant, however, because the removal of nonextreme points 
(usually the bane of double-description-type methods) becomes trivially easy if all extreme points 
lie on simplex faces of known dimension. This is the case here and the edge method uses it to 
best advantage (see last paragraph in the proof of the following theorem). 
Theorem 4.1. In Ax = 0, let A be d × n, d < n. Then the set of all extreme normalized, nonnegative 
solutions will be found by the 'edge method' below. 
Edge method 
Step 0. Consider the set of d hyperplanes H c R n containing the origin, whose gradients are 
the rows of A. Take the unit (n - 1)-simplex as the 'starting' polytope Q, with vertex set E -- I n. 
Step 1. Use the first-up hyperplane H with gradient r to partition E into the three sets 
V=(xEE I rx=O } , V+={x~El rx>O},  V_={x~gl rx<O}.  
If V and either V+ or V_ are empty, H misses Q, which implies that the frame E of C will be 
empty. Set E - -~ and terminate. 
Step 2. Find the intersection of H with all segments between V+ and V_, i.e., calculate 
I=  {x~Rnl rx=r [~y+ (1 -h )z ]  =0,  all y~ V+, z~ V_} 
I u V now contains the vertex set of the intersection polytope Q n H. 
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Step 3. Obtain vert(Q n H) by eliminating all nonextreme points from I W V. 
Step 4. Set E = vert(Q N H), and Q = Q N H, and drop the current hyperplane H. If no 
hyperplanes remain, terminate with E being the frame of C; otherwise return to Step 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The algorithm starts with vert S (where S is the first Q) and professes to 
stop with 
vert(((S n H, ) n H 2 ) n . . .  n H a ) -- vert( S n N ) = vert P, 
where P is the solution polytope. The procedure consists of d identical rounds, each leading 
from vert Q to vert(Q n H), where Q and H stand for any polytope-hyperplane pair in the 
sequence; it suffices to ascertain the validity of this transformation. First. in the search for 
vert(Q n H), one may confine one's attention to the (closed) edges of Q; this is so because 
otherwise there would have to be a vertex y of Q n H that does not lie on an edge of Q; this 
requires that y lie in the relative interior of a face of at least dimension 2, which, after being cut 
by H, would still have at least dimension 1 and would contain y in its relative interior. This, 
however, contradicts y being a vertex of Q n H. 
Next, the hyperplane H will ostensibly serve to partition vert Q into the three sets V, V+, and 
V .  It is immediate that the vertices of Q collected in V remain vertices of Q n H. The set of 
segments between V+ and V by construction contains all those edges of P that strictly 
penetrate H. Therefore the union of I and V will contain all vertices of Q n H. 
Given I u VD vert(Q N H), one needs only to weed out the nonextreme points. This is done 
in two sweeps. The first is computationally trivial because it exploits the fact that one is 
operating on faces of the unit simplex S: At the ith iteration, a vertex of S n H 1 n ... n H i may 
lie in the relative interior of a face of S with at most i dimensions; therefore any point with more 
than i + 1 positive coordinates can't be extreme and is dropped. Any residual nonextreme points 
are eliminated by a general winnowing procedure that uses corrals and has been described in [7]. 
Thus vert(Q N H) is revealed. [-1 
Remarks. It is worth observing that the weights X that determine the members of the set I follow 
directly from the definition of I: ~, ~ (0, 1) is chosen such that 
r [hy+(1-X)z ]  =O;  
by linearity this resolves to 
Xry + (1 - ~)rz  = 0 
whence A = rz / r (  z - y) .  
The edge method will not produce duplicate xtreme points: Duplication of points can only 
occur in I when two segments between V+ and V_ cross just as they penetrate H; but then 
neither can be an edge of Q, and the resulting points in I are not extreme. 
The first step in our general procedure to find vertices is to check each point x whether it 
alone maximizes the linear function (x  - z )x  (where z is the barycenter of the given point set). It 
often turns out that most or all of the points that have passed the positive-coordinate filter 
satisfy this sufficiency condition for extremality, leaving few or no doubtful points to be 
scrutinized by the rest of the algorithm. By doing this check for all points at once using APL's 
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array-processing capability (in a subroutine SUFF), one may reduce CPU time by as much as 50 
percent. 
An APL-code named EDGEFRAME renders the edge method operational; its subroutines are 
SEKT, which calculated V and I, SUFF, and VERTICES (which in turn uses CORRAL), that 
eliminates the residual nonextreme points from I t2 V in every round. All algorithms together 
occupy about 40 lines. Some computational evidence appears in the next section. 
5. Application in chemistry 
Frames play an important heoretical role in the study of chemical reaction systems. The 
dynamics of such systems can be summarized by a set of differential equations 
dC/dt=Av (5.1) 
(5.1) is an m × n system, with C being a vector of concentrations of m species (molecules and 
ions); each of the n columns of A represents the 'stoichiometry' (transformation constants) of a 
chemical reaction; the n-vector v embodies the associated reaction rate laws; v itself is a 
function of the concentrations C, and its steady states are the locus of Clarke's study and our 
interest here. 
Because ach component of v is a rate at which certain molecules are transformed into others, 
v's dynamic range is the whole normegative orthant. Of special interest o the investigator of 
dynamic stability, however, is that subset of rates v that keep the concentrations in the reaction 
system constant, i.e., those v's for which dC/dt  = 0 or equivalently, for which Av = 0. In other 
words one might say that the set of steady state rates (called currents by Clarke because flows at 
steady state are orderly and cohesive) is the intersection of the nonnegative orthant with the right 
nullspace of the matrix A, viz., 
{v R IAv=O, (5.2) 
This structure is a cone of steady states, and its extreme rays, finally, is our frame of A. If 
normalized by ev = 1, one obtains the vertex set of the 'current polytope' P, which is just a 
cross-section of the cone (5.2). 
It is clear that all steady state currents in P can be expressed as convex combinations of 
extreme currents. In fact, by Caratheodory's theorem, any current is expressible by at most n + 1 
vertices of P. 
Stability analysis of a chemical reaction network proceeds by testing whether a certain 
Lyapunov function (that is related to the thermodynamic Gibbs free energy) exists at all extreme 
steady states. If this is the case, the network is globally stable. If not, there will be regions of 
instability around the unstable vertices whose boundaries the investigator will then try to 
establish. 
An example of the above is furnished by the so-called Belousov-Zhabotinski system, which 
contains instabilities and exhibits slow oscillations and wave patterns with spectacular color 
changes. The original system has about 30 reactions and 20 molecules, but has been mathemati- 
cally modeled [1] by keeping only four important molecules (HOBr, Ce(III), HBrO 2, Br - ) and 
simplifying the 30 reactions to eight. Because molecules that play no role in the slow dynamics 
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have been omitted, the remaining reactions do not 'balance', i.e., the relevant 4 × 8 stoichiomet- 
ric matrix does not have the form [B, -B ] :  
-1  2 
0 0 A= 
0 -1  
0 -1  
Its seven ~ame vectors are 
0.2143 
0 
0 
vert P = 0.2143 
0.4286 
0.1429 
0 
0 
1 1 0 0 0 -1 ]  
J 0 0 -2  6 4 0 -1  -2  1 0 0 0 " -1  0 0 0 1 1 
0.2 0.1667 0.2308 0.3125 0.3571 0.3333 
0.2 0 0.2308 0 0.1429 0.2222 
0.2 0.3333 0 0.125 0 0 
0 0.1667 0 0.1875 0.07143 0 
0 0 0.2308 0.25 0.2857 0.2222 
0 0 0.07692 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.125 0.1429 0.1111 
0.4 0.3333 0.2308 0 0 0.1111 
which were calculated in 280 ms by CORRALFRAME and in 55 ms by EDGEFRAME. 
Carrying out the stability analysis for this frame one finds that one extreme current, namely 
column no. 7 in vert P is unstable. By studying the associated feedback cycles, Clarke [1] 
established that some of the reactions in the Belousov-Zhabotinski systems were actually 
incorrect, and since then this network has been undergoing ruther experiments and changes. For 
some of these developments see [3]. 
6. APL codes 
V 
[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 
Is] 
[63 
[7] 
[8] 
[9] 
[1o3 
[11] 
[12] 
[13] 
V 
E~CORRALFRAHE M;D;K;C;B;U;R;S;Y;N 
FINDS FRAME OF M 
D÷I+ICpM+H[BASIS~M;] 
N+Z¢pE~M[~C~Y~O;] 
K+(D,0)o0 
AI:~0xI0(C+C COMB N,D 
~Alxlv/A/K(C 
B~pR+C[I] 
A2:~A3xI^/I: I+S+CORRAL R 
~AIxI^/I<I+S~S+.×M[;C] 
A3:K~K,DpB 
S~ICpE+E,0 
E[B;S]+U 
+A1 
V E+CURRENTS M;N;D;K;C;T;B;Y;S;U;R 
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[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 
[5] 
[6] 
[v] 
[8] 
[9] 
[io] 
[11] 
[12] 
[13] 
[14] 
[15] 
[16] 
[17] 
R FINDS FRAME OF A:[M,'M] 
N+I~pM~M[BASIS@M;] 
D+I÷I~pM~M,'M 
E~E,E~O.5x( IN)° . : IN  
K~(D,O)pY+T~O 
Al:~Ox~O¢T~T COMB N,D 
~AIx~v/^/K(C~T,T+N 
B~pR~C[1] 
A2:~A3XI^ /I:I+S~CORRAL R 
~AlXtA/I<I+S~S+.xM[;C] 
S[(C((B+N),B-N)/~pC]~I 
~2,R~C[S~[/S] 
A3:K~K,DpB 
S~I~pE~E,O 
E[B;S]~U 
E~E,NeE[ ;S ]  
V 
[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[,3 
[s] 
[63 
[7] 
[83 
[s] 
[1o3 
[11] 
V 
E+EDGEFRAME NU;D;K;H;G 
. FINDS FRAME OF NU 
D~pNU 
E+(~D[2])o.=ID[2] 
K+O 
AI:'HYPERPLANE NO.',TK~K+I 
pEtE  SEKT NU[K;]  
~( (O(pE) ,K=I ) /O ,A1  
pE~((K+I )z+fO<E) /E  
pG~SUFF E 
pE~G,E[;H VERTICES E] 
~AIx ID[ I ]>K 
[i] 
[2] 
[3] 
V B~BASIS A:S 
~3,pA~A÷(pA)p(-S~v{A=pB~IO)+(+{AxA)*÷2 
S~+{SxS~A-A[;B]+.x(~A[;B~B,SI[/S])+.xA 
~2xtlE'9<[/S 
[i] 
[2] 
[3] 
C~L COMB N;K 
~Ox~O(L°C~IK~N[2] 
*4xIL[K]zN[I]-N[2]-K 
*O,C~((K-1)~L),L[K]+II+N[2]-K 
*2xIC~O<K~K-I 
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